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Highlights – 2014 Federal Plain Language Report Card
US government writing is improving.
•
•

•

16 out of 22 departments improved over last year’s grades.
In 2014, compliance with the Plain Writing Act increased. 19 departments
fulfilled the requirements of the Plain Writing Act, earning A’s for
Compliance, compared with only 12 in 2013. Only 3 Departments—
Education, Interior, and State—failed to fulfill the requirements of the Act.
Many agencies also improved their Writing and Information Design
scores, demonstrating commitment to the spirit of the Act, as well.

Three agencies shared top honors in 2014: Homeland Security, Social
Security Administration, and Securities and Exchange Commission.
•
•

•

Homeland Security shot from ‘detention’ to the ‘Dean’s list,’ with the
highest writing score in 2014 overall.
Social Security Administration, last year’s leader, remained at the top,
demonstrating continued excellence and sustained commitment to
communicating clearly.
The Securities and Exchange Commission, one of the first departments to
embrace Plain Writing, returns to a leadership role.

The Departments of the Interior and State land at the bottom.

Both the Departments of the Interior and State failed Compliance in 2014, and
since neither submitted writing samples, they got Incompletes in writing. They
are at the bottom of the class.

The Department of Education has work to do.
The Department of Education was evaluated for the first time in 2014. They
earned passing grades for Writing and Information Design, but a “D” in
Compliance, leaving them with catch-up work to do.

Other notable improvements
Departments have started comprehension testing their documents before
publication. Readers don’t always understand copy the way that writers intend it,
so comprehension testing provides an important reality check.
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The 2014 Plain Language Report Card
Each year, the Center for Plain Language evaluates how effectively federal
departments comply with the letter and spirit of the Plain Writing Act of 2010.
We graded each department on:
• Compliance – Does the Department fulfill the requirements of the Plain
Writing Act of 2010?
• Writing – Do writing samples consistently demonstrate plain writing
principles (for example, grammar, style, and tone) to make documents
easier to read and understand?
• Information Design – Do writing samples consistently use information
design techniques (including, typography, layout, color, white space, and
graphics) to guide readers’ attention and reinforce key messages?

What is the Plain Writing Act?
The Plain Writing Act of 2010 encourages agencies to use plain language—
language that people can understand and use—for public documents that:
• explain government benefits or services
• offer guidance for getting Federal government benefits or services or
filing taxes
• explain how to comply with requirements the government oversees.
To comply with the letter of the Act, agencies must
• appoint one or more senior officials to oversee implementation of the Act
• establish a plain language program
• set up a public feedback mechanism
• train employees on how to write in plain language
• publish an implementation plan and progress updates on a publicly
visible website, accessible from the agency’s homepage.
If there is an Act, why do we need a report card?
The Plain Writing Act doesn’t include a mechanism to review or enforce
compliance. So the Center for Plain Language developed a process to evaluate
and report compliance efforts each year.
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Public review works!
With the help of the press, the Report Card has focused attention and energy on
the plain language problem. Agency grades have improved each year since the
Report Card started. In 2014, nearly every agency is in compliance with the Act.
As a result, they are training staff to write better and producing documents and
websites that are easier to read and understand.
How were agencies graded?
The Center worked with Usability.org to design and implement the Report Card
analysis. Each department reported about their Plain Language program by
completing an on-line survey. They were asked to
• report information showing compliance with the specific requirements of
the Plain Writing Act (for instance, the URL for their Plain Writing website)
• identify documents or webpages that could be analyzed for writing and
information design
• describe comprehension testing conducted on their samples
• describe challenges and wins within their plain language programs.
Center board members presented a workshop at a Federal PLAIN working
group meeting to help Departments understand the requirements and prepare
their materials.

Not every department participated
Although they were invited, two departments, Interior and State, did not
provide information on their plain language program or writing samples for
analysis. We scored them on Compliance by searching on the web for their
program information.

Overall scores
Almost every department improved their plain language grades in 2014.
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Trends: Overall plain language grades 2013 to 2014

Compliance with the Plain Writing Act
The Compliance grade evaluates whether a department fulfills the requirements
of the Plain Writing Act. We graded 22 departments on Compliance. First, we
assigned points to each requirement in the Act. Some elements, such as the
training program and easy-to-use feedback channels, were weighted more
heavily than others. Then we used the self-reported information, with Google
searches to confirm (or determine) if a department fulfilled each requirement.
Compliance grades reflect the percentage of requirements a department
fulfilled.
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Compliance results
Compliance increased in 2014, with 19 of the 22 departments earning A’s for
Compliance. 8 departments catapulted from failing grades in 2013 to A’s in
2014. They include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Department of Energy
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of Justice
Department of the Treasury
Environmental Protection Agency
NASA
Securities and Exchange Commission

Percentage of departments that fulfill
the requirements of the Plain Writing Act

Only 3 departments earned failing grades on Compliance in 2014: Education
(D), Interior (F) and State (F).
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Opportunities to improve
The nature of the grading meant that most departments got A’s, but there is still
room to improve. For instance, most departments publish the name and contact
for their Senior Official, and a way for people to provide feedback. However, this
information can be difficult to find. (We’ve collected the program information
and posted it on the Center for Plain Language website.)
Departments can also improve by expanding and tailoring their plain language
training to employee needs. Awareness training for people who sign off on
communications but may not craft them directly can improve communications,
as well. Advanced training, such as information design or hands-on refresher
workshops, help even good writers improve. Finally, while public communication
is the focus of the Act, clear internal communication is equally critical. Agencywide training will improve communication overall.
Good training programs improve and evolve constantly. Health and Human
Services, Veterans Affairs, Social Security, Treasury, and NASA offer models of
excellence in plain language training.

Writing
Each department submitted between 3 and 10 writing samples for evaluation.
Some departments also submitted “before” versions of their writing samples so
that we could evaluate improvement based on re-writing. If a department
provided more than 3 writing samples, we calculated their grade using their 3
best-scoring documents.
We used Acrolinx to analyze writing samples. Acrolinx is a multi-language,
linguistic analysis tool that analyzes writing samples against pre-determined
standards for spelling, grammar, terminology, style, and tone of voice. It
automates the process of evaluating and basic editing. Using Acrolinx ensured
that our evaluations used the same rules and the same rigor across all 130+
samples.
Before the analysis, we tuned the Acrolinx rules to the U.S. Government’s Plain
Writing Guidelines. Each document was evaluated for spelling, grammar, style,
and terminology.
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Writing results
Departments’ writing scores also improved in 2014. While improvement is not
entirely surprising (departments picked the documents they submitted for
analysis), it is still worth noting. At the least, the improvement shows that the
plain writing coordinators are getting better at selecting good samples. At best,
it indicates that documents are being written (or re-written) using language,
structure, and tone that is easier to understand and use.
Our analysis of before-and-after samples also supports the “Government writing
is getting better” interpretation. The “after” writing samples we analyzed are
more readable than the “before” versions of the same documents, with notable
improvements in style and grammar.

Opportunities to improve
Most of the departments and agencies selected good documents for analysis.
However, even these carefully selected documents show room for improvement.
In our analysis, spelling and grammatical errors made up approximately 18% of
the problems that Acrolinx flagged. Grammatical flags consisted mostly of
• subject/verb agreement errors
• incorrect verb forms
• number agreement mismatches
• word confusions (such as affect/effect, amount/number, fewer/less,
to/too, or a/an substitutions)
The remaining flags identified stylistic choices that, based on linguistic research,
make reading harder. Some examples include using
• complex or long words
• would, could, should or other auxiliary verbs
• noun clusters
• needless words
• passive verbs
• hidden verbs
• narrative lists rather than bulleted ones
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The number of flags was small relative to the volume of copy we analyzed.
However, addressing them would make these documents easier to read. It could
also make the tone of writing more consistent across government documents.

Information Design
To determine the Information Design grades, 2 people independently scored
the top three documents from each agency on their use of:
•

•

•
•
•

•

Typography—Does the designer use variations in typography (such as
bold or increased size) to help readers organize and understand the
content?
White space—Does the designer use white space to separate and
highlight content, guiding the reader’s attention to and through the
document?
Color—Does the designer use color to guide the reader’s attention to
important information?
Icons—If the document uses icons, are the images easy to understand
and remember?
Pictures and graphics—Does the designer choose pictures or
graphics that reinforce and extend the written content? Or were pictures
included only to add “visual interest?” Would (more) images or graphics
make the content easier to understand?
Charts and graphs-- Does the designer use charts or graphs that
effectively reinforce and extend the written content? Would (more) charts
and graphs make the content easier to understand?

Raters scored used a scale of 1 (rarely uses this design strategy) to 3
(consistently and effectively applies this design strategy) to rate each sample on
each information design element. They could also assign “not applicable.” The
averaged scores were used to determine the information design grades.

Information Design Results
Departments submitted examples of good information design, but did not
consistently use information design techniques to improve their documents.
None of the departments earned an A, even for their top 3 documents.
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Opportunities to improve
Information design offers the biggest area for improving government writing,
based on the documents we reviewed. Departments can improve by using
typographic strategies and color to grab and guide readers‘ attention to
important information and through the document. Many of the documents we
reviewed could also be improved by including carefully selected graphics or
charts to reinforce, explain, or even extend the written message.

Testing plain language

This year, we also asked the plain writing coordinators to describe any
comprehension testing they conducted to validate that target readers could
understand and use their writing samples. Several departments described
testing comprehension efforts.
Social Security, HUD and several other departments reported that they evaluate
comprehension by observing and interviewing readers while they read and use
plain language content. Other departments, such as VA, used remote methods,
including comprehension surveys, to evaluate the documents they submitted.
Still others described evaluated success by statistically contrasting peoples’
likelihood to respond appropriately before and after communications were
written in plain language.
All these methods have the same goal: Establish whether (or not) the target
readers can understand, remember, and act on critical instructions or message.
Several departments, such as the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau,
Commerce, Housing and Urban Development, Veterans Administration, and
Social Security described interview-based testing programs. Some of these
programs include both formative and summative research. Formative research
documents the target audience’s knowledge and needs. It informs and shapes
content design before or while the content is being designed. Summative
testing validates final copy to establish that readers understand and can use a
document or website the way that writer and designers intended.
While some departments described robust comprehension methods, others
confused comprehension testing with studies that speak to design goals other
than comprehension. Those included:
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•

•

•

•

508 compliance testing – 508 testing shows whether documents or
websites are universally accessible, or fulfill the requirements of Section
508.
Peer or expert reviews – Peers typically also have significant domain
knowledge, even if they are not domain experts. They can give valuable
feedback on grammar, style, and technical accuracy. However, they
cannot typically provide insights about how target readers experience or
try to use information and interactions.
Web analytics – Web analytics describe where users land, look and linger
on a website. We can use web analytics to learn that people spend a long
time on a specific page. But analytics don’t tell us if they did that because
they were highly engaged, mystified, or they fell asleep.
Focus groups – Focus groups are a powerful technique for brainstorming
and innovating possible solutions. They also allow content teams to
explore knowledge and past behaviors of audience members. However,
group discussions (and group dynamics) do not lend themselves to
reliably discovering how individuals will understand and interact with
content.

Good comprehension testing uses systematic, scientific methods to evaluate
whether readers understand and use content to act confidently. It explores how
readers interpret content, including their beliefs (including myths,
misconceptions, and misunderstandings) about the content, and their barriers to
using what they read to take action.
Opportunities to improve
For departments that don’t comprehension test their documents yet,
recognizing the value and benefit of testing is the first step. The next step is to
include research methods, test design and moderation skills in plain language
training programs.

Summary

This year’s Report Card results show that U.S. Government agencies can
communicate clearly. Nearly every agency fulfills the requirements of the Plain
Writing Act of 2010. Further, the writing and information design grades
demonstrate a commitment to the spirit in addition to the letter of the law. This
improvement demonstrates the keen commitment on the part of senior
leadership and the significant effort of the government staff.
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This year’s Report Card also shows that public attention and scrutiny can
influence change in government. The Report Card fills the review and
enforcement gap in the Plain Writing Act by drawing attention to compliance
and the progress being made (or not) by individual agencies.

Next steps
While we have seen significant improvements each year, the effort is on going.
There are opportunities to both improve and become more consistent.
A few departments still need to come into compliance with the Act. Others can
continue to improve by
• recognizing and rewarding clear communications
• extending training to include all employees and all communication types
• expanding training programs to include advanced techniques, document
testing methods, and best practices tailored to specific topics or audience
groups
• integrating document testing into the evaluation plan.
In the future, the Center for Plain Language will select representative
documents, websites and communications to evaluate, rather than inviting
departments to select and submit samples.
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Quotes about the 2014 Report Card results
“In an age where information is at our fingertips and easily accessible, we must
adapt and simplify our federal government to keep up with the needs of the
American public. Throughout my time in Congress, I have been a strong
supporter of efforts to improve transparency, which is why I’m proud to be a
voice in ensuring that federal agencies are communicating in plain language.”
Congressman Dave Loebsack (D-Iowa)
“Four years after the signing of the Plain Writing Act, most government agencies
are following the letter of the law and communicating better with the American
public. We are delighted to have been a part of that change.”
Susan Kleimann, PhD
Center for Plain Language Board Chair.
“The public review process works. With the help of the press, we have nudged
departments to demonstrate their commitment to plain language. In 2014,
nearly every agency is now in compliance with the Act. More importantly, the
grades show that agencies are embracing both the letter and the sprit of the
Plain Writing Act.“
Kath Straub, PhD
Center for Plain Language
Board Member and
Report Card Analysis Lead
“Under the leadership of Secretary Johnson and Deputy Secretary Mayorkas,
the Department of Homeland Security is committed to making communication
clear and user-friendly, whether it is directed to employees, our stakeholders, or
the public. We are proud to earn A’s. It is a testament to the hard work of our
employees across DHS. Many thanks to the Center for Plain Language for this
esteemed recognition. I am so proud to represent the Department on this
amazing achievement.”
Kim O’Connor
Executive Secretary
Homeland Security
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“Social Security is proud to be recognized as a leader in using plain
language. The grades reflect our strong commitment to clear communication at
all levels of the agency. Promoting clear, concise, and well organized writing
helps us to effectively communicate with the public and to operate more
efficiently.”
Carolyn W. Colvin
Acting Commissioner
Social Security Administration
The Plain Language Action and Information Network (PLAIN) sees the Center for
Plain Language's annual report card as a great motivator to Federal
departments and agencies. The grades show an increasing investment in using
and teaching plain language requirements."
Kathryn Catania and Katherine Spivey
Co-Chairs, Plain Language Action and Information Network (PLAIN)
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Appendix A
Link to table of department and agency plain language websites, feedback emails, and
senior officials
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